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Storey could tell you his experience in this connec-
tion. . i .,

Mr. Storey: I eun only agree with what Mr.
Caudwell has said on this point.
. Mr. Rapson: I think that to get a difference

from 70% to 5% is a physical impossibility. But
there is a possibility that where a single stick will
show you Streak disease, having been secondarily
infected at only a recent period, by cutting that off:
from the ground any shoot propagated from that
stick will become clean provided the balance of the
stool has· not been primarily or secondarily infected.
But to have it from 70% to 5% would be pretty well
a physical impossibility.

Chairman: In reply to Mr. Dent I would like to
say that we have applied for an experiment station
for tropical agriculture on the coast, and we have
had a reply such as Mr. Dent mentioned. But we

hav« taken the matter up again and we intend to
push it on very vigorously. I understand General
Kemp is very much against the idea of a coast sta
tion. He has only one in view and that is on the
low veldt in the Transvaal. The Department con
sidered that the station on the low veldt would be
quite sufficient as an experiment station to g-row
things suitable for the coast conditions also. We
differ very much from that view and I have spoken
to people who ought to know and they also differ
from that view. They say the conditions are abso
lutely dissimilar. Anyhow I believe the Minister
of Lands rather favours the establishment of a sta
tion down here.

The Chairman then thanked Mr. Caudwell for his
very instructive paper. (Applause).

At this stage (5.20 p.m.) the Conzress .was ad
journed until 10 a.m. the next day.

.Fourth Day-Thursday, 15th April, 1926.

CANE' VARIETIES SUITABLE FOR NATAL.
(By H. H. DODDS, Director, Natal Sugar Experiment Station Mount Edgecombe.)

r

The Congress resumed at 10.RO a.m.
The following paper was read by Mr. H. H. Dodds,

Director of the Experiment Station, on "CANE
VARIETIES SUITABI..JE FOR NATAL."

The subject of sugar cane varieties which might
prove well adaptable to Natal is a very interesting
if at present a very speculative one, yet it is not so
entirely speculative or theoretical as it was at last
ycar's congress since there is at least a little experi
mental evidence now available.

The experiments of· Natal Estates Ltd. in this
matter have now reached a stage when preliminary
analytical results may be quoted, and the completion
of the quarantine greenhouse of the association has
made it possible to make a beginning under safe con
ditions of the importation of a wide range of selected
varieties from overseas.

It will be remembered that a few varieties were
obtained two or three years ago from Australia by
Natal Estates and have been cultivated by them in
specified quarantine areas under official supervision
of the Department of Agriculture. All the varieties
are more or less susceptible to Mosaic disease and
have required the most careful supervision and
assiduous rogueing to keep them free of this disease.

The chemical analyses of these canes at eighteen
months old kindly supplied by Natal Estates Ltd are
as follows:- .

Density Purity. Sucrose Fibre. Tons of Cane
Variety. (Bri x.) to 1 ton of

H.Q. 694 18.2
Sugar.

86.48 13.02 10.85 9.26
H.Q, 426
(Clark's
Seedling) 18.9 88.57 13.68 12.28 9.20
Badilla
(N.G. 15) 21.7 91.98 16.82 11.24 7.46
Gingor 19.2 88.70 14.74 9.41 8.50
M. 189 19.4 86.24 13.74 13.24 9.10
Black
Innes .. 18.2 86.76 . 13.01 12.53 9.60
Uba 18.3 87.00 12.2 15.00 10.30
1900 Seed-
ling- 20.9 88.04 14.96 13.54 8.36
Q.813 .. 19.2 86.93 13.57 12.67 9.22.
D. 1135 19.9 90.15 14.53 13.36 8.61

There was not yet sufficient material available for
reliable calculation of yields of cane per acre.

With reference to the importation of varieties we
have been in a quandary about which to select for
importation owing to the continued delay in putting
into force the policy agreed upon for the elimination
of Mosaic 'disease by the. attempted eradication of
all existing susceptible varieties not under quaran
tine. If this policy is successfully carried into effect,
as we believe it can be, we have the opportunity here
such as exists in few places in the world for trying
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the very wide, range of Mosaic susceptible varieties of cultivated sugar cane of the thick type (S. officm
rich in sucrose. But if this project of eradication arum). Kassoer gives very heavy yields per acre of
is to be indefinitely delayed or abandoned there will cane having given 70 tons per acre after seven
be little use in importing varieties which will not months growth in Argentina but its sucrose content
be able to survive Mosaic conditions after release is usually very low, and so its Use is mostly con-.
from quarantine.. In theIattercase we should con-: fined to crossing with other varieties: HoweverTt
fine our importations to immune. varieties and the no- is well worth a trial as a sugar producer here.
c-Iled tolerant varieties. The latter are varieties Oshima, Merthi, Kinar and Kavangire are rill of
which are susceptible .to Mosaic disease and will as' the group classified by Dr. C. A. Barber together'
a rule readily contract it, but for some years at least with Uba as the Pansahi group and described by him
show.comparatively little or at least only gradual as the North Indian type, and by Dr. E. W. Brandes
deterioration from a, sugar producing standpoint. as the Chinese type. All are slender canes, hard,
Such varieties are many of the well-known P.O.J. fibrous, with closely adhering leaf sheaths and very
series which were originated in .Iava, where the dis- well developed root systems. All of them stool most
ease was too widely spread and firmly established to prolifically and ratoon for long periods; they are
be eradicated'.' . It would very seriously restrict our very tolerant to root disease but subject to smut
field of choice to be limited to these thlerant varlet- and red rot. .
ies, and since there' is some reason to believe that Kavangire has been identified with .Dba by certain
the tolerance is only· relative or partial, it might be writers, but Dr. Calvino, formerly of the Chaparra
found that these varieties also would eventually de- Experiment Station in Cuba, in a letter to the writer,
teriorate as a consequence of Mosaic disease unless it stated that he had found their Uba cane to be dis
was found possible to maintain nurseries of Mosaic tinct from Kavangire, the latter being inferior in
free cane for planting., '.thickness of stem, but that he had found that Uba

The first batch of varieties imported consisted only was identical with Merthi S.P.1 No. 33243 from the
of varieties believed to be entirely immune to Mosaic United Provirices,India.. It appears probable that
disease, like Uba has proved to be. Unfortunatelv what is described' as Uba in some countries is differ
such varieties are very few and are all more or less ent to Uba as known in other. countries, and the
of the thin and very-hard fibrous habit .of; Uba 'cane .. 'accurate identification of these closely related varie
and subject to the same consequent disadvantages, ties is a matter of extreme difficulty and can only be

We received in July last from' the United States made by a highly trained botanist. Even the highly
Department of Agriculture in. Washington through, technical J eswiet system of classification is not en
the kindness of Dr. E.W. Brandes specimens of the tirely satisfactory when applied to the thin types of
fo.llowing varieties :-Kassoer, Toledo, Oshima, canes.
Kinar and Kavangire. These were thoroughly It is interesting to note the 'growing popularity'
fumigated with hydrocyanic acid and disinfected ofUba cane in many .parts of the world., In fact in
with Bordeaux mixture on arrival after careful in- the report of the Department of Science .and Agri
spection and then planted out in the quarantine culture of Jamaica for 1924 Mosaic' disease is re- .
greenhouse where they were maintained for obser- ferred to' as a blessing in disguise as having 'caused
vation for several months. These somewhat elabor- them to establish Dba' cane. It gives double the
ate precautions have been adopted with all importa- tonnage of, White Transparent at considerably less
tions to avoid' any likelihood of introducing any cost of cultivation; the sucrose content and' the
plant diseases or noxious pests, quite apart from any quantity and quality of the juice is not so high in
treatment of this nature which they may undergo the case of Uba, but this is more than compensated
before shipment, which in the case of the U.S. De- , for by the .larger yield of cane. .
p- rtment of Azr-iculture and our other sources, of .It may be mentioned .in passing that the White
supply oversea may beregarded as entirely adequate. ' Transparent here referred to is the same as White

After a sufficient time of entirely satisfactory Chsribon, known as Crystalina in Cuba, where it is
growth 'in the greenhouse had elapsed, these canes . the standard variety, and Rose Bamboo in certain
were released last month and cuttings of each planted. other countries, and appears to be none other than
out at the experiment station of the Association at what was known' in 'this country as' Green Natal
Mount Edgecombe. Each has germinatedwell and and eventually supersededby Uba. .. .
made a promising beginning, Oshima being the first Uba is perhaps appreciated above all in Porto
to come away, closely followed by Kinar, and then Rico where it has provided a solution of the, very
the other varieties. . ... ..' .. - . - . . serious Mosaic disease problem; It has yielded as

Kassoer is a cane whose immunity' to' Mosaic' has much a88,64' tons 'of sugar per acre in a 6% acre
been well established as is also that of over a' thous- field -in Porto Rico: 'In Hawaii also Uba has given
~Y!d self fertilized' seedlings raised f:rom it by' the . heavv yields in trial fields. A hvbrid' of Dba and
n.s. 'Department of Al!Ticultnre in Florida, This' D.1135' is giving promise' in 'Hawaii;; the stick is as
immunity is rather remarkable in view of the fact . large as D. 1135 while uossessinc many of the desir
that one parent is Black Cheribon (also known as able Uba characters. (Report of 43rd. Annual Meet
Louisiana Purple) which is highly susceptible to ing of Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Asso~iation,Ho~o-
Mosaic disease.' The other (male) parent 'is A. wild lulu, 1923)." " , . '.
«ane (Saccharnm spontaneum) which conveys Mosaic Toledo cane is a' Mosaic immune variety which
immunity to its progeny with susceptible varieties somewhat approaches the thick canes in character. ,
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It is of somewhat obscure origin and was first noted
in 1920 on the plantation of Senor Toledo in the
Philippine Islands in a field of Nel:!'ros cane. It is
considered to be possibly a hybrid of Saccharum
spontansum 'which would account for' it" Mosaic irn
munitv. It much resembles D. 1135 in appearance
and size and shows a good sucrose content and
purity. 0 (See R. R. Hind, " Sugar News," Manila,
March, 1923).

More recent arrivals from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture are specimens of Merthi, to which re
ference has already been made, and' of S.C'. 12/4,
which are now in the quarantine greenhouse.

The latter is a Barbadoes Geedling raised by Bovcll
and sent unnumbered to St. Croix in the Virgin Is
lands for trial. It is a cane of vigorous growth, but
somewhat susceptible to Mosaic disease; it has given
coed results after acclimatization in Porto Rico and
~ther localities into which it has been introduced.

Another source from which we have obtained cane
specimens is the Chaparro Experiment Station in
Sqn Manuel, Cuba. From this station, by the favour
of the director, Dr. A. Bonazzi has been received
r(;cently specimens. of CH 64 (21) cane which is the
hybrid' ot"tTba and of D74 which was described' in
the proceedings of our last year's congress. ']'his
cane has continued to give good results and show
freedom from Mosaic disease in Cuba. The speci
mens which were also received from Cuba con
signed to Mr. R. C. Wade of Ifafa are supposed also
to have been of this variety, but they have never
been identified, enquiries having been made to their
consizner in Cuba without result. The latter cane
specimens are also still in the nuarantine g-reen-hOllqe.
IJ ot vet havina given sufficiently satisfactory results
to ,,;arr:mt.planting them out. .

Further specimens have been reau~st~~ from
Wnshinsrton of B.H. 10/12. E.K. 28, 'I'jepiring 24,
P.O:T. 2714 and 2725, and H 109.

Diagram showing origin and relative resistance

B.H. 10/12 is a Barbad'oes seedling which has
given excellent results in its country of origin and
elsewhere. The replacement of White Transparent
in Barbadoes by B.H. 10/12 and two other seedlings
by the experiment station or-the Department of Agri
culture for the island, it is calculated, benefited the
local sugar industry to the extent of £4,000,000 in
eight years. (See Bovell, Proceedings of the 9th
West Indian Agricultural Conference, Kingston,
Jamaica, 1924). This recalls the £5,000,000.'3terling
per annum which the replacement of the older varie
ties by Javan seedlings by the Tucuman experiment
station has been worth to the Argentine' planters,
and the incalculable benefits of the introduction of
D 74 into Louisiana by the 'Louisiana experiment
station.

B.H. 10/12 also gives very good results in Porto
Rico and in Jamaica where its introduction is con
sidered' to be only second in importance to that of
Uba cane before mentioned.

H 109 is a variety which was originated at the
Hawaiian Experiment Station and has been an im
portant factor in the recent increase in sugar output
and yield per acre to a phenomenal level III Hawaii.
It is a cane which requires abundant moisture, and
does not yet appear to have given conspicuously
good results elsewhere than in Hawaii.

E.K. 28 is a Javan seedling which, has given ex
cellent results there and also in certain Queensland
plantations and in Porto Rico; it is somewhat suscep-
tible to Mosaic disease. .

'I'jepiring 24, P.O.J.2714 and 2725~re also Javan
seedlings, descendants of Kassoer WhICh share to a
creator or lesser extent the resistance of the latterto Mosaic disease. The following genealogical tree
may be of interest:-

to Mosaic disease of descendants of Kassoer' Ca,ne.

SACCHARUM SPONTANEUM
X (immune-believed to be parent)

I
KASSOER

BLACK CHERIBON
(susceptible)

----------\- .

Self-fertil!zed Crossed with variou s
( im m u n e ) unknown varieties of

SACCHARUM
OFFICINARUM

(susceptible)

(immune.)

I

I
Crossed with

P.O.J. 100
(susceptible)

. 1
P.O.J. 2364
(immune)

1

... I

Crossed· with
CHERIBON
(susceptible)

·1·

U.S. seedlings
( a.l l immune)

C P. seedlings
(tmmunc r)

Crossed with.
E.K. 28

(SUSCiPtible)

P O.J. 2714
(1"1 ighly resist

ant not
Immune.)

Crossed with
BATJAN

(suscertible)

P.O.J. 2725. .TJEPIRING .24 ..
(highly. resist ·immune.)

ant not
immune.)



portance. Those numbered from 200 onwards are
all bred to withstand severe conditions of Northern
India such as cold; drought, and poor soil.

We have recently received by the courtesy of Mr.
Wynne Sayer, Secretary of the Sugar Bureau, India,
specimens of Co 205, 210, 213, 214 and 281. ,

Co 205 has been highly successful in the very un-
favourable Punjab area. It has been described as
a 'poor man's cane' giving low sucrose arid purity
and slow maturity, but good yields in very deficient
soils. It is a hybrid of Vellai cane with Saccharum
soontaneum so may be regarded as immune to Mosaic
disease.

Co 210 is a descendant or ,1' 213 a Javun variety;
it has done very well in drought and general severe'
conditionaIn the province. of Bihar, India, also in
Antigua; British West Indies, and elsewhere (see Re
port of Secretary, Sugar Bureau, Pusa, India, 1925).
It has however, been reported to have contracted
Mosaic disease in Mauritius together with Co 213 and
232. Co 213 is a cane with very good ratooning pro
perties but rapidly deteriorates under the attack of
Mosaic or other disease. ,

Co. 214 is descended from Striped Mauritius
crossed with the offspring of Saretha :cane and
Saccharum spontaneum so may be expected to have
very high degree of resistance, if not absolute im
munity, to Mosaic disease. This variety has given
the phenomenal sucrose content of 18.7 per cent with
a purity of 93 at Sepaya in India (See Bulletin No.
94 of Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa, India,
by T. S. Venkatraman). It is also a hardy and
early ripening variety, but of' crooked habit and
somewhat low cane yield.

Co. 281 is the offspring of P.O.J. 213 and Co 206,
of which little information appears yet to have been
published. '

Another interesting variety which 'has re
centlybeen announced is one indigenous to the
Philippine Islands, known as Hind's Special. It is:
a slender light purple cane of phenomenal length
and an extremely rapid grower. It is apparently
immune to Mosaic and Smut disease, highly resistant
to drought and a good ratooner (Sugar News, Manila,
October. 1925). Specimens of this most promising
variety have been requested. In the opinion of Mr.
a .R. Pritchett,Director of Experimental Work to the'
Philippine Sugar Association it is a sport of Uba,
which it resembles; he further states that it does ex
ceedingly well in poor sandy soil or in shallow clay
loam soils.

Enough has been said to show that there is con
siderable prospect of introducing varieties into this
country with very promising results. For our better
soils, and for irrigated plantations, .and especially
for the alluvial flats of Zululand many varieties may
be suggested, provided WI) seize our present oppor
tunity to deal in earnest with Mosaic disease.

However, for the average hillside plantation, Uba
will be ::t very difficult cane to improve upon; it has
survived where many other 'Varieties have failed
because of its resistance to drought and cold and'
disease and its tolerance of poor soil and cultivation,

This diagram embodies some of the very valuable
cane breeding work. which has been done at the
Javan Experiment Station and by the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture (Bureau of Plant Industry) at,
their cane breeding station at Canal Point, Florida.
It is interesting to note how far Saccharum spon
taneum conveys resistance or absolute immunity to
his descendants. P.O.J. 2714 and 2725 are highly
resistant although they contain' only one eighth of
S. Spontaneum blood and were for a time regarded
as jmmune to Mosaic .until Brandes demonstrated '
that they could be infected (See Reference Book of
Sugar Industry, New Orleans, 1925) P.O.J. 2714 is a
stout, heavy yellowish brown cane giving good yields
of sugar. P.O.J. 2725 is similar but gives even better
yields and is considered to- be of excellent. promise
in the Argentine (see W, E. Cross, International
Sugar Journal, London, April, 1925.) Tjepiring 24
besides being immune to Mosaic is of good sucrose
content but has not given conspicuously high yields.

D1l35 has already been mentioned in connection
with Messrs. Natal Estates who are of the opinion
that it can be successfully grown in Natal on any
good soil with normal rainfall and without irriga
tion. Mr. ,V. A. Campbell states, however, in a
letter to the writer that the soil should be well limed
:',nd contain a fair proportion of organic matter. He
also says that D1l35 seems to have adapted itself to
our climatic conditions more readily than the other
varieties.

This counds very proinising and it is our intention
next season to obtain' sufficient plants of this and
possibly one or two other of the more promising
varieties from Natal Estates for field trial on a
quantitative scale at the experiment station of our
association.

D1l35 is considerably resistant to Mosaic disease
but. is liable to suffer severe loss when it succumbs
to infection. Like D 74 and n !)5, it is considered of
no advantage in British Guiana, its country of
origin, but has shown great vigour, and germinates,
tillers andratoons well in Porto Rico. It is the most
popular cane in Queensland and its cultivation is
rapidly increasing in Hawaii where it is found to be
an excellent ratooner and gives better results than
other varieties on unirrigated plantations at the
higher elevations (1000 to 1500 feet above sea level).

Clark's Seedling (HQ 426) topped all varieties
tested for yield of sugar at Mackay Experiment Sta
tion in Queensland, closely followed by Badilla
(NG 15) and Goru. The introduction of these thre.e
varieties alone amply repays for all sugar expert
ment work in every direction in Australia.

However when it, comes to the most promising
varieties of. all for our conditions Dr. C. A. Barber
has well said that all extra .tropical cane, sugar

, 'growing countries such as Natal, Argentina, South
ern Queensland, Louisiana, Egypt and Spain should
look to India (see International Sugar Journal, May,
1925.) The cane breeding station at Coimbatore
has been extraordinarily _active in recent years in
producing new seedlings of the utmost value and im-
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DI~CUSSION ON CANE VARIETIES SUITABLE FOR NATAL.

Chairman: The paper just read is awonderful
budget of information. It gives us information about
almost every cane 'Ghat is grown in the 'world: that
is of any value, and it lays great emphasis 011 the
fact that Uba cane is gaining a very high reputation
throughout the whole of the sugar growing world.
It is a great credit to our experimental people that
they should take such keen interest. as is shown in
this paper, and I think if we all supported this Ex
periment Station in the way we should, in every
practical sense and every possible way, the results
are going to be very wonderful in a short space of
time. (Hear, hear).

Mr. Townsend: I feel it is the duty of every man
to express his opinion on such an important matter
as Mr. Dodds has laid before this Congress. May I
be permitted first as one of the planters to express
to Mr. Dodds my very high appreciation of the very'
instructive paper he has placed before the meeting 1
It is one that I think we -all feel in a sense justifies
the experiment station that is now in existence, and
I feel that with Mr. Dodds and the keen interest he
has taken, and which is shown in the figures placed
before us, those fvho in the past opposed an experi
ment station will (feel that the ground has now been
cut from under their feet, and that they 'will ~oin

hands in making ithe station the success it deserves
to be. (Hear, heat and applause). 'I'here is no ques
tion that science has everything to do with the ultim
ate success of any farming proposition, whether it
be cane producing or anything else, and without our
experiment stations and without the assistance of
scientific men weiare bound to come to grief sooner
or later. The flgures before us are of tremendous
importance, but it is very difficult to get a grasp of
them by just looking through them. There are
several points whjeh are of importance to the present
agriculturists in iNatal and it seems to me that the
first step we ha~e to .take is to eradicate Mosaic.
(Hear, hear anell applause). We have had this
matter before the, Sugar Association for years and I
believe the stumbling block is a matter of a few
thousand pounds: for compensation, and it seems
most incredible tq think that we as an industry.vsueh
as the sugar industry is, should wait for the Govern
ment to help us \011t. ;n this matter. (He'll'. hear).
I think it is'up t9 the industry certainly to ask the
Governmentto assist us.-and I think the Govern
ment are going tp assist' us,-but not to wait until
the Government have decided to take certain steps
and assist us out 6f the mess before we take the steps
ourselves. It is absolutely of such importance that
Mosaic disease shouldbe eradicated that it is up to
the industry to take the bull by the horns and deal
with the question in a practical manner and eradi
cate the disease. ~ If it is going to cost ten to fifteen
thousand pounds it will have to he paid. and the
industry' will foot the bon. But the noli-y of w:tl,~~

ing on the Government and making use of this to
postpone the beneficial day is a mistake. This in"
dustry should tackle the matter at once and formu
late a propaganda which is going to get rid of the
disease straight away, and so give Mr. Dodds and
the other men who are carrying on this experimental
work an opportunity of proving the value of these
other canes. W,ithout that you are going to have
them confined in a ring fence and not make use of
them, and you will be wasting time and money. I
am getting on in years and I want to see something
done before I go out. -1 do not see why we should
wait on year after year ;if we go on like this my
children will probably wait on until their children
grow up. I do say it is up to the industry to make
a move and get Mosaic eradicated from the Union.
(Hear, hear). We have here such a large variety of
canes (referring to Mr. Dodd's' paper), it is difficult
to comment on any of them particularly, but it is
stated here that there are certain varieties which are
immune from Mosaic and that they yield sugar to
the extent of 8 tons to the acre. MI'. Dodds has not
explained whether the atmospheric conditions differ
considerably to those in Natal. He would not lead
us to hope 'that they would' give us anything like 8
tons here I suppose. I would like Mr. Dodds to
tell us more about that.

Mr. Dodds: That was Dba cane.
Mr. Townsend: But we do not get such results

here. I want to know if the conditions are so differ
ent, or whether we will be able to obtain results by
cultivation similar to those in Hawaii. If they can
get 8 tons in Hawaii surely we have soils in Natal
which are equally as rich. The atmospheric condi
tions may be different. What is the reason that we
should only be able to get an average of 3 tons 1

Chairman: They have irrigation.
Mr. Townsend: I would like some of these points

elucidated. There are other varieties Mr. Dodds has
spoken of as being grown at Mount lj}d'gecombe and
being highly satisfactory so far as ratooning is con
cenned, but go down very rapidly when attaeked by
disease-I take it Mosaic disease. Mr..Dodds I sup
pose, would not suggest those varieties being propa
gated to any extent in Natal as' we want to avoid
a_l!.Y varieties which show any susceptibility to
Mosaic. I take it that is the intention of the Ex
periment Station. There is a variety similar to
what we had in' the early days here. It is what we
called the" ribbon cane" in the early days. It is a
much harder cane to handle in the mill. It grew
just as vigorous as 'the .Green Natal, but it was a
hardier cane ana resisted drought better, and I
think it would' probably resist Mosaic. I do not
know if ;'lny of those varieties exist to-day.

Mr. Dodds . There is a cane.which is still grow
ing very largely in Louisiana ana in Central America
known.as f,.t!iped'or' ribbon cane (Striped Cheribon)



which I believe is identical with the one Mr.rl'own
send mentioned. That is unfortunately very sus
ceptible to Mosaic and is one of the varieties which
have created such a difficulty in Louisiana owing to
this fact. ' .

I may say that it is the intention to plant out under
quarantine conditions at the central' experiment sta
tion selected healthy specimens of some of the 'Mosaic
susceptible canes known to exist in the country so
that they will not be entirely lost after general
eradication.

Mr. Townsend: We have before usthe fact'that
Uba even in other parts of the world, seems to have
obtained a .foothold and is driving out some of the
soft cane varieties. We must bear in mind in intro
ducing the soft varieties the ,millers' point of view.
If you have a very low bagasse percentage (Uba is
very high, about 16% of fibre as compared with 8 to
·10% with other varieties) that will make a great
difference so far as milling costs are concerned, and
when you take into consideration the yield of ton
nage per, acre as compared with Uba, in the soft
varieties I doubt whether there is very great ad
vantage from a commercial point of view. The great
advantage to my mind seems to be this, that we will
be able to propagate canes which may take the place

, of Uba in case it is attacked by some disease. We
ha.ve 'always worked with one string to our bow

. and it is necessary to encourage, the introduction of
these canes. The question to my mind is this: has
Mr. Dodds taken into consideration the compara
tive value of these canes with Uba from a commercial
point of view, and as to whether -thev will commend
themselves to the millers equally as Dba Y That is a
point worth considering. There is another variety
which I have already' pointed out to Mr. Dodds
which is not included in his 'list and I think he will
remember 1. showed him a few stools of what is com
monly known as China cane. Mil'. Dodds will have
seen that cane and it has been growing in Natal for
the past fifty years. Mr. Dodds told me without any
hesitation that it was immune from Mosaic. That
cane has been growing in the midst of Mosaic in
fected canes from fifty years ago. It did succumb
to smut disease in 1858,,but that was a passing phase.
It only lasted for a couple of years and since then

,the cane I have had has been perfectly free from
smut. I have had this cane under' observation for
thirty years. Whether it is worth cultivating I
do not know. It is somewhat like Uba, but is harder.
'It .yields pretty heavily on'the flats. ' I have asked
Mr. Dodds to make, use of it for testing at the Ex
periment Station. With these canes that have been
introduced from time to timeand with the-possi
bility of irrigation-which I feel is one of the most
important, factors we have before 'us-I feel quite
sure that the future of Natal will be assured pro
vided of course we get the necessary support from
the, Government in. protecting- our sugar .from out
side dumping and unfair competition. . I think with
a moderate return .for our acreage, and with such

'men as Mr. Dodds at the ExperimentBtation, the
Sugar Industry will be on a fairly firm foundation.
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I congratulate Mr. Dodds on his paper, but it is un
fortunate that in the short space of time we cannot
properly appreciate what is contained in it. (Ap
plause).

Mr. Dodds: With ref~rence to the cane which'Mr.
Townsend, showed me at his place at Umhlali, what

,has been described as China cane, I have always
understood, was identicalwith the variety known as
Otaheite-c-one of the .oldest known varieties in the
world, and one of the richest and finest 'sugar pro
ducing canes ever known" but unfortunately'Ota
heite has many undesirable features. It is 'a delicate
and tender cane; it is susceptible to almost every
disease that comes along, and to drought. That
leads me to suspect that the cane' Mr. Townsend

'mentioned was not Otaheite, but some other variety,
because his description of its general hardiness does
not at all tally with the description of Otaheite
otherwise known as China cane. At the stage I saw
it, it was not sufficiently well grown tobe able to
identify it. I may say also that I did not at 'that
time state that it was immune to Mosaic disease. I
stated it was free at that time; one can only tell
whether a cane is immune by long experiment and
not' by casual observation, but it certainly was free
at the time I saw it. Immunity of course conveys
the idea that, it is impossible for it to take Mosaic
under any conditions. .

. With regard to the point -in connection with the
larger yield obtained with Uba cane on eertainfields
in Porto Rico the example quoted of course was an
exceptionally heavy yield, and no doubt if we
searched we could find abnormally heavy yields from
different fields. in our' own country-perhaps not as
high as' the one in question, but we could certainly
find yields which were very 'much' higher than' our
average yield. That is' the case with the field I re
ferred to. ' It just shows 'what 'the possibilities of
Uba are in other countries. The average for the
whole of Porto Rico so far as my memory goes was
about two and a half tons of sugar per acre per an-
num from 'Uba cane. '

The reason why they can get bigger yiel!ls in one
year than we do in two' years, I should attribute
mainly to their heavy rainfall. They have a rain
fall which is niore than double the rainfall that we
have,and probably that is the main factor. There
may be other factors also', probably their cultivation
is better because they 'have a surplus qf ve'!y' cheap
labour. There may 'be' reasons in connection with
the nature of the soil" although many of their soils
are not of 'particularly high quality.. I have never
been in Porto Rieo, however, I can only speak from,
hearsay and' general reading. . In Porto Rico also
there have been fairly complete comparisons made
between Uba and 'soft canes, mainly White 'I'rans
parent and Yellow Caledonia which were the. stan
dard types before the introduction ,of Uba, and in
every' case, it. was shown that Uba gave the 'highest
yields of cane per-acre and .a 'higher' yield' of sugar
per acre although the sugar content of' Uba 'is con
siderably less than that of the' thicker canes, yet
the increase in yield more than compensated for this.



As regards the milling qualities of Uba cane in
Porto Rico they certainly found it was more fibrous.
They do not regard that as altogether It disadvantage
because fuel is very expensive in Porto Rico, most of
it having to be imported, and they rather welcome
a cane having a higher fibre content and conse
quently a better supply. of bagasse. As regards the
filter station they found that there were no special
difficulties connected with the treatment of the juice
although they were expecting it, having regard to
the experience of Natal and Queensland. Why that
difference should be is rather hard to see. I should
explain it by the fact that probably Uba cane in this
country during the long cool dry season develops an
excessive coating of wax which it never has need
to do in more tropical climates where the tempera
ture is more equable and where there is a plentiful
supply of moisture more or less all the year. It is
probably owing to this excessive formation of wax
that there is the difficulty of defecation which is
undoubtedly found with Uba cane here.

At 11.10 Congress adjourned for tea and resumed
at 11.35 a.m.

Mr. Storey: Perhaps I can add one or two points
in regard to the China cane Mr. 'I'ownsend men
tioned. I have had an opportunity of studying
that cane and it is quite obvious to me that it is not
the Otaheite variety which Mr. Dodds referred to,
which is known in some countries as China.' The
cane which is known as China in Natal is undoubt
edly of the North India group; I offer to you, as
an hypothesis purely 'of my own, based on extremely
little evidence, the suggestion that it if; identical with
the variety "Chin" which is well known in India.
If that variety was imported, as I judge occurred,
to Mauritius and from Mauritius to Natal the addi
tion of an "a" to the "Chin" is an obvious and
likely change. Anyhow this variety in Natal is un
doubtedly one of those thinnish North India varie
ties. It is susceptible to Mosaic; it ic: probably re
sistant and tolerant, but I have seen it Mosaic-dis
eased in certain places.

I understood' from yesterday's discussion that the
lack of enthusiasm for Mosaic diseases eradication
was mainly confined to millers, That to me is an
astonishing state of affairs, because of the two
groups in the industry it is the miller who stands
most to gain by a change from Uba to other varie
ties; so much so, that I have always felt that my
case to the miller was a clear cnt one, hut I might

. have difficulty in con vincing th,~ planter that a
change from Uba was advisable from his point of
view. At present a miller would receive into his
mill, if there was the change which I contemplate, 'a
cane which would yield a ton 1)£ sugar from 7112 to
9112 tons of cane as compared with Uba at 10l:1l
tons. The gain, therefore, to the min is a most

.obvious one.. I cannot lindcl'stanll,thercforc, the
millers' opposition.

Chairman: Ldo notwaut-you t o be mistal{Em in
that statement. I did not say the millers were op
posedto it, but I though the mil'lers ' section or, some
of them were rather oil the 'lukewarm side. ., ,
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Mr. Dodds: With reference to Mr. Storey 's BUg
gestion regarding the identity of the ~ane which IS

known as China cane, evidently China cane is a mis
nomer as applied to the cane referred to, which I
have not yet had an opportunity of seeing fully
grown, but of which I saw some partly grown speci
mens, on Mr. Townsend's estate. Nor do I think it
is identical with' "Chin." I have seen specimens
described as Chunni which is a variety closely allied
to Chin growing in' the collection in the Louisiana
Experiment Station, and Chunni and Chin are, as
Mr. Storey says, of the North Indian (Saretha)
type, but Chunni is extremely thin; in fact it does
not. look like a sugar cane at all, under Louisiana
conditions at all events. One difficulty we had there
was to get the weeding gangs to distinguish between
Chunni cane and what was known as Johnson grass.
(Laughter). Chunni was an exceptionally thin cane
and did not appear to be in any way similar to the
specimen that. I saw growing on Mr. Townsend's
estate, Chunni is a cane which is too thin and poor
to be used as a sugar producer, but it has been found
useful for producing hybrid varieties, which are
tolerant to Mosaic disease and resistant to cold such
as P,O,S. 36, 213 and 234.

There is another matter I should like to refer
to and that is with regard to Uba cane. I have
heard people mention, and have seen statements
published, that Uba is not entirely immune to Mosaic
disease, but is only highly resistant and might- under
certain conditions become a victim to Mosaic. I con
sider that the complete immunity of Uba to Mosaic
disease is as well established almost as any scientific
fact 'could be. I have seen Uba cane growing among
other varieties in fields of cane which were very
badly infected with Mosaic,-so badly that all the
other standard varieties which were susceptible were
in a dead or moribund condition, but you could find
Uba and one or two other varieties of the same im
mune type which were standing up above aU the
rest and maintaining perfect health and vigour. I
think instances like that which have been repeated
all over the world definitely establish the immun-
ity of Uba cane to Mosaic disease. '

Mr. Townsend referred to' a well-known variety
(Otaheite) and mentioned that it was not referred to

in this paper of mine, I may say that there are several
omissions of that nature because at last year's Con-,
gress I gave brief notes of certairi varieties, of which
Otaheite was one, and t did not desire to repeat those
remarks this year. ' But Otaheite and several other
standard varieties of the older types you will find
referred'to in the proceedings of last year's Con
gress. (Applause).

MrvStcrey :' With reference to Otaheite cane,
that under the name of "Louzier" is growing in this
country. Dr. Rouillard at Darnall has some remark
ably fine specimens growing in an exceptionally fav-
ourable piece 6f land. ,. '

M-r, Rapso~.: .Perhaps Mr. Storey can tell, us
whether.anydiscovery has been made ofthe natural,
enemies of the Balclutha m 'bila.· It is commonly
known that, every insect or aphis has its-natural •



enemy and it would be interesting to know if' they
have discovered the natural enemy of this one.

Mr. Storey: I am sorry that Mr. Van del" Merwe
is not here to answer that 'question. He has been
studying that point and I understand that he has
discovered a parasite, of the egg of the Balelutha
which is probably the main controlling influence :in
the field. But .beyond that bald statement of Paet
I 'cannot offer any further information at present.

Mr. Dodds: May I point out t.hat the control of
an insect pest which does damage by spreading It

disease is entirely different to the control of a pest
which does direct injury to the plant by reason of itl:\
great numbers ~ When a pest is controlled by a
parasite it is not possible to exterminate it entirely
because after a time food becomes tooscarce for the
parasite to get a sufficient living and so a certai 11

number of the original pest always remain. But
that does not matter in the case of a pest like mealy
bug, which does not spread a disease, but only causes
damage by, attacking the cane in enormous numbers.
In cases like that the introduction of a parasite is
specially useful, but when you come to a pest caus
ing damage by spreading disease it is a different
matter. In that case only a few specimens are
necessary to perpetuate the disease and a parasite
is ineffective for destroying those last few specimens
which will always remain.

Mr. Patrick: Can Mr. Dodds assess the damage
done by mealy bug to our cane-fields ~

Mr. Dodds: It i~ very difficult to say. 'I'herc
were some experiments carried out with regard t.o
another species of mealy bug in Louisiana in which
quantitive experiments were made regarding the
loss in yield brought about. So far as I remember
the loss in yield of sugar was about 28%, in canes
which were badly infested with mealy bug, but no
experiments have been made in Natal so far as I am
aware, but that i~ a thing which we of course ~l.Vf)

in mind.
Mr. Rapson: I obtained specimens of the Austra

lian Ladybird beetle from Mr. Van del' Merwe and
bred large quantities and liberated them in the cane
fields. After liberating a few thousand we, tried
to find one surviving specimen and could not do so
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unfortunately, I had a special test in the garden.
On ten stools of cane I put 500 of these insects in
various stages, and on examining -the stools again
within a fortnight there was no trace of any in any
of its stages. So apparently theIadybird which is
able to do good work in Australia is not satisfactory

, here. '

Mr. Townsend: With reference to the cane Lou
zier mentioned by Mr. Storey, it is not identical
with the variety I referred to as "Ribbon Cane,"
and I would like to know if Louzier is immune from
Mosaic.

MJe. Storey: Louzier is an orange-yellow cane,
unstriped, Unfortunately it is one of the most
severely damaged and is readily subject to Mosaic
disease. '

MI'. Dodds: I might add that according to NO~l

Deerr most of the very severe epidemics which have
occurred in the history of the sugar industry-as for
example one in Mauritius about seventy years ago
were mainly caused by over-dependence on the other
wide excellent Otaheite or Louzier. It is an excel
lent cane from every point of view, except for its
susceptibility to disease and drought.

Chairman: I think the thanks of the Congress
are due to Mr.Dodds for the very able paper, full

001' sound information about, the different types of
cane, and I think he is to be congratulated. (Hear,
hear). I would like to make a final appeal to the
industry to support Mr. Dodds and his work (hear,
hear), and to support the question of 'eradication of
Mosaic cane which is practically holding the whole
of the Experimental work up. I do ask you as an
Industry to come together and solve this question.
Let us get together and finish the matter; it is hold
ing everything up and I do think we ought to get
down to it and decide the question ,as soon as pos
sible and have this eradication carried out. It won't
cost so very much. I think the cost of eradication
has been much exaggerated. 1£ the Industry takes it
on I feel certain the cost will be much smaller.
(Heal', hear). I think it is well worth doing. Let
us get together on this, question iof eradication of
this disease. (Hear, hear and Ioud applause).


